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Enabling business growth through CPM
(Curated Perception Management)



Perceptions
can be altered.
And that’s our
greatest opportunity!

“

-Salin Amanda Louis
Founder - Perception Strategist
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Who are we?
SAL is a strategy powerhouse providing 
comprehensive perception strategy, branding and 
marketing solutions to individuals and institutions 
in the UAE and across the globe.



Problems we solve
 SAL’s perception management consultancy addresses the three most significant 

problems organizations are continually battling.

Recognition

Reputation Revenue Generation

The three aspects that contribute to business growth and sustainability.



OUR BELIEF

At SAL, we believe that right perception of a brand/business can attract twice as 
many customers than otherwise. We are extremely passionate about the value of 
perception in business and we see this as an opportunity.

OUR COMMITMENT

OUR APPROACH

OUR RESULTS

OUR BELIEF

Why we matter?

At SAL, we believe that right 
perception of a brand/business can 

attract twice as many customers 
than otherwise. We are extremely 

passionate about the value of 
perception in business and we see 

this as an opportunity.

Our qualitative and quantitative approach 
to perception management embraces the 
power of disruption. The least understood yet 
most effective aspect that aid development, 
growth and transformation. Our outcome-
focused solutions span research, strategy, 
creative engagement and execution.

Our methodology is holistic and backed 
with data—so decisions are made with 
certainty and time is used efficiently. 
With an assured increase in revenue and 
customer base, SAL’s consultancy model 
is proven and managed with high levels of 
precision.

We love what we do and share 
our passion and commitment to 

constantly deliver value to our 
clients. Our focus fuels growth.



The SAL Promise



Team SAL

Salin Amanda Louis
Founder & Perception Strategist

Ricardo Lopez
Business Opportunist

Leila Zehrouni
Consulting Associate

Anand
Brand Design Architect

Yashna Shree
Consultant Writer & Journalist

Liza Yusuff
Business Catalyst

John
Digital Transformation Specialist

Venkat
Brand Illustrator

Johnson D’Souza
Content Collaborator



Your Identity fuels growth. Growth also means 
creating an impact. Impact stirs conversations. 
Conversations determine your image. 

“

-Salin Amanda Louis
Founder- Perception Strategist 



SAL in Action

 As problem solvers and growth enablers, we help clients redefine their 

strategic intent, align their position in the market and find better ways to 

create lasting impressions with their stakeholders.

Our core, allied and value-added services are designed to handhold our 

clients through their journey from recognition to revenue generation.



CORE SERVICES



1. Perception Audit:
We capture stakeholder and marketplace insights across 
platforms about your brand/ business and enable you make fact 
based decisions to resolve impending issues.



2. Perception Strategy
We help define your image and craft a new competitive position to take your business to
the next level, drive growth and create an impact.



3. Perception Management
We secure your image and reputation amongst both your 

internal and external stakeholders. We help align your 

brand story to your marketing strategy and ensure

your image is inclined to impact and influence your 

stakeholder value chain.



ALLIED SERVICES



1. Crisis Communications 
Consultancy
We harness the power of integrated communication 
to address issues, help create a positive climate for 
your brand and better communicate what you stand 
for.



2. Market Entry Consultancy
We guide and help companies through the process of 
setting up their business. From providing a complete 
analysis of the market to organizing business 
roadshows; we help access your chances of survival 
and sustenance in the UAE and in India.



3. Leadership Branding 
Consultancy
We help refine your positioning as a leader in the 
marketplace and rationalize the voice
and face of your brand to facilitate due recognition, 
reputation and revenue generation.



VALUE- ADDED SERVICES



1. Brand Identity Creation
We create a fresh visual identity of your brand to help you 
breakthrough the clutter of competing brands.



2. Digital Marketing & 
Transformation
We define your digital strategy and help integrate your 
brand, marketing and business model in light of the 
digital disruption.



The SAL Way

Your Image
is your value
to fuel growth.

Our proprietary 6E CPM (Curated Perception Management) 

model crafted with precision, highlights the importance 

of perception in enabling competitive advantage for 

businesses and brands.



Examine: Assess your position

Establish: Define your stature

Employ: Craft your direction

Execute: Embrace marketing

Evaluate: Validate the outcome

We start with identifying what your business/ brand stands for today and how it 
should be positioned for the future.

We define goals that can be achieved and measured. Goals that allow you to create 
an impact or win in the marketplace.  

• Bringing new insights to the table, we craft a strategy in line with the 
defined objectives.

• We determine precisely what you need to start doing, stop doing and 
keep doing to attract new customers and embrace new markets, all 
without alienating your core.

With the strategy in place, we design an experience and expression of your brand 
that will drive preference, loyalty and growth.

The impact we create is both qualitative and quantitative. We measure the 
quantitative outcome with our proprietary measurement tool and leave the quality 
for you to comment.



How we work?

We have a clear process of 
how it works with us. we give 
you a dedicated resource to 
guide you through the journey. 
Information is simultaneous 
andacross borders.

Resource

Appointment of direct spoc

Appointment of  account management 
team

Information Flow

Simultaneous and across borders

Work Flow

Initial induction programme

Appointment of account management team

Fortnightly operational meetings

Quarterly ops plans, strategy meetings, reviews

Semi Annual Reviews and perception audits

Monthly & quarterly dockets, analysis,
contact and activity reports   



If you are already one of those impact makers or if you are working towards 
creating an impact through your brand or business; write to us at

letstalk@salcommunications.com

We would be happy to feature your talk, your tale or your interview part of our SAL Social Series online.

Let’s change the 
worlds outlook.

One view at a time.

Partner with Us

#SALInTalkSeries

#SALInterviewSeries

#SALInVisionSeries



Connect with us

If you are interested in finding out 
more about how SAL can help your 
organization; please reach out to us:

Sharjah, UAE

06 5247707

salcommunicationsuae@gmail.com

Chennai, India

044 42125175

salcommuicationsindia@gmail.com


